KYOCERA Net Admin 3.0
Network Device Management Software

KYOCERA Net Admin is Kyocera's unified device management software that uses a web-based platform to give network administrators easy and uncomplicated control to handle a fleet for up to 3,000 devices. Tasks that used to require multiple programs or walking to each printer can now be accomplished in a single, fast and modern environment.

FEATURE OVERVIEW

The device manager allows organising devices into logical groups, viewing their status at a glance, setting up automatic e-mail alerts and upgrading Kyocera device firmware.

- Intuitive grouping
- Instant status overview
- Comprehensive device searches
- Change settings in multiple devices at the same time
- Proactive management
- Alert management
- Device troubleshooting

NEW!

- Server/Agent design
- Enhanced Multi-Set / Integration
- USB model support
- Improved maintenance operations

Professional Network Device Management
KYOCERA Net Admin 3.0 provides all required functions in a sophisticated manner to support small and large accounts up to 3,000 devices.